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Abstract. We consider a nonlinear, elliptic, free-boundary problem involving
an initially unknown set A that represents, for example, the cross-section of a
steady vortex ring or of a confined plasma in equilibrium. The solutions are
characterized by a variational principle which allows us to describe their
behaviour under a limiting process such that the diameter of A tends to zero,
while the solutions degenerate to the solution of a related linear problem. This
limiting solution is the sum of the Green function of the linear operator and of
a smooth function satisfying the boundary conditions. Mathematically speak-
ing, this limiting process, that we call "nonlinear desingularization", is a novel
kind of bifurcation phenomenon since the nonlinear effect here involves
smoothing the singularity of the associated linear problem.

"Nonlinear desingularization" is an interesting, hitherto little studied phenomenon
in nonlinear partial differential equations. By nonlinear desingularization we mean
that a linear boundary-value problem, whose solution possesses one or more
isolated singularities, is a degenerate form of a family of nonlinear problems whose
solutions are smooth and, moreover, converge to the solution of the linear system
upon degeneration. This phenomenon occurs, for example, in the study of vortex
motion in ideal fluids there a circular vortex filament is used to approximate a
steady vortex ring of small cross-section. The Stokes stream function of the
filament is the Green function of an elliptic operator, and hence has an isolated
singularity, while the Stokes stream function for the vortex ring of small cross-
section satisfies a non-linear partial differential equation, and is smooth. In this
paper we study this situation from a global point of view that is independent of the
elaborate singular-perturbation techniques often used for such problems.

Nonlinear desingularization arises in problems of theoretical physics other
than the classical problem mentioned above. For example, it occurs in the onset of
flux penetration, as determined by the Ginzberg-Landau theory, in supercon-
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ductors of type II (see [1]). Adler [2] has discussed it in connection with new
classes of static, Euclidean, SU(2) Yang-Mills fields (monopoles) that are not
spherically symmetric and have unit Pontrjagin index. We hope to consider these
applications in a later paper.

1. Introduction

The basic ideas of this paper can be illustrated by means of a relatively simple
example in one dimension. Consider the problem of finding simultaneously a
function U and an open set ^4c(0,1) such that

U in ,4, _ (1.1a)
xx [0 in (0,l)V4, (1.1b)

U\dA = 09 JJX continuous on dA, (1.1c, d)

l/(0)=-c, I / ( l ) = - l - c , (l.le)

where λ and c are given (strictly) positive parameters, and Ux = dU/dx. Note that
(1.1a) and (1.1c) imply that U(x)>0 in A. We can interpret y = U(x) as the equation
of a (static) string subject to an upward loading λ (force/length) that is applied only
at points where U{x) > 0, the ends of the string being fixed at the points (0, — c) and
(1,-1-c).

As it happens, (1.1) can be solved explicitly, but in this it is exceptional, and we
first ask: is there a linear problem that yields approximations to solutions (L7, A) of
(1.1)? The answer is Yes, but only for a limiting situation as λ->co.

Assume that the set A tends to a point, say α, as the "loading" λ-> oo then the
relevant linear problem is

~Vxx = hδ(x-a) in (0,1),

where δ denotes the Dirac distribution; the constants h and a are still to be
determined. The solution is

(1.3)

The assumption A->{a} means that, in the limit, max V(x) = V(a) = 0, which
determines h(a). In this particular case, the value a can then be determined from

1

the condition that it minimizes the elastic energy \ \ Vxdx of the string.
o

Accordingly,

α(l — a)

Equation (1.3) can be written in a form that extends to other problems:

V(x) = hG(x, a) - q(x), q(x) = c + x, (1.5)

where G is the Green function of the Dirichlet problem for the operator — d2/dx2,
and — q is the solution of — qxx = 0 that satisfies the boundary conditions.
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How can we find the precise relationship between the solutions of a nonlinear
problem like (1.1) and the solution of a linear model like (1.2)? Two conceivable
ways are (a) to seek a solution of the full problem by adding small perturbations to
the solution of the linear problem, (b) to characterize and bound the solutions of
the nonlinear problem globally, and then to analyze their behaviour as Λ,->oo. In
this paper we adopt the second method, which is in accord with our ideas on
bifurcation in [4], there called the "method of nonlinear descent". For the partial
differential equations to be considered, we shall use an isoperimetric variational
principle for functions in a Sobolev space. However, for the simple problem above,
we can relate (1.5) to the explicit solutions of (1.1), which we now describe.

Since Uxx < 0 in A, the set A is a single subinterval of (0,1), and we let A = (a, b).
First we solve separately in the intervals [0, a), (a, b\ and (b, 1] then we impose
continuity of U and Ux at x = α, b. It turns out that, for prescribed λ, there is no
solution if λ<λo = 8(2c+i), and one solution if λ = λ0. For λ>λ0 there are two
solutions Uί and U2 as in Fig. 1, with

•-y-l > respectively,

1/2

respectively.

Fig. 1. The solutions U1 and U2 of (1.1) for prescribed
λ > λ0. The case drawn is c = 1 (for which λ0 = 24) and
λ/λo = 1.4
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Writing

Ufic) = u{x)-q(x) (7 = 1,2),

where q is as in (1.5), we find that

'c + a

c + b,

From this it is clear that aί(λ)-+c/(2c +1), b1(λ)-+c/(2c+1), and t/^x, A)-^7(x) as
A-*oo.

One important point remains. In the variational formulation we shall prescribe,
in place of λ, a parameter μ that in the present case is defined by

μ= $U(x)dx;
A

then λ(μ) is calculated a posteriori, and nonlinear desingularization occurs as μ->0.
Here, this has the additional advantage that (1.1) has exactly one solution for each
prescribed μe(0, oo); it is (U^a^b^ for μ^μo = λo/96, and (U2,a2,b2) for μ>μ0.
A calculation shows that λ(μ) is defined (inversely) by

2 ( ( 2 \ 1 / 2 Ί 3

"-ssl'-H) 1 tor

and

the situation is depicted in Figs. 2 and 3.
The primary reason for introducing μ, however, is that μ characterizes the set,

in a Sobolev space, over which we shall minimize the Dirichlet form of our
problem in order to obtain solutions. These are also solutions of an unconstrained
variational problem (that is, critical points of a certain functional considered on
the whole Sobolev space) but in that formulation they are saddle points rather
than extrema, making quantitative estimates much more elusive.

We shall obtain results of the foregoing kind, necessarily by less explicit
methods and therefore in less detail, for a general free-boundary problem
involving a semi-linear elliptic equation of order two, in a bounded domain ΩcIR2.
Section 2 contains various formulations of this problem, and describes some
physical applications. In Sect. 3 we present a simple example in two space
dimensions, and state our objective and method more precisely. In Sect. 4 we solve
the variational form of the problem, and obtain the rather sharp estimates needed
for the limiting procedure; this leads to a demonstration, in Sect. 5, of the
nonlinear desingularization process for the problem at hand.
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Fig. 2. Form of the function λ(μ)
for the problem (1.1). The case
drawn is c = 1 (λ0 = 24, μ0 = j-)

b(μ)

α(μ) Fig. 3. Form of the functions a(μ)
and b(μ) defining the set A in (1.1).
The case drawn is c = 1

2. Formulations of the Problem

2.1. The Free-Boundary Problem

Let Ω be a bounded domain (a bounded open connected set) in the plane IR2, and
let L be a formally self-adjoint, uniformly elliptic operator of the second order:

where the matrix (αy(x)) is symmetric and positive definite on Ω, and each
a^eC^iΩ). We consider the free-boundary problem

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

(2.1c, d)

LΨ =
λf(x,Ψ) in A,

0 in Ω\A,

Ψ\dA = 0, gr&dΨ continuous on δA,

Here / : Ω x R->[0, oo) and qo:dΩx 7-^(0, oo) are given functions, specified more
precisely in Sect. 2.4 (JcIR is an interval housing the parameter κ)\ λ is a real
positive parameter which, for the moment, we regard as prescribed; and the
boundary dA, of the open set A, is "free" in that it cannot be chosen a priori, but
forms a part of the solution.

The set A may be visualized as the cross-section of a steady vortex ring [6, 8]
(see Appendix A for detailed comments), or of one member of a steady planar
vortex pair [9,12]. The problem in which A represents the cross-section of a
confined plasma in equilibrium [9, 15] is only slightly different. In fact, if we set
u= — Ψ in the problems on pp. 52 and 59 of [15], and choose to prescribe the
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boundary-value constant y there, and to compute the total current a posteriori,
then those problems assume the form (2.1). The total current in the plasma,
denoted by / in [15], corresponds to the circulation of a vortex ring, and to the
function h in (3.9) of the present paper; the change of formulation just mentioned
for the plasma was adopted for vortex rings when passing from the perturbation
theory for rings of small cross-section [6] to the global theory [8].

We allow q0 to depend on the parameter K because more interesting cases arise
as Λ,->oo if q0 is allowed to vary than if q0 is fixed. In fact, we shall see (after
Theorem 5.2) that, if q0 is fixed, then the total-current or circulation function h
tends to zero.

2.2. The Associated Semi-Linear Dirichlet Problem

As in [8], the difficulty of the free boundary is removed by the following artifice.
The maximum principle implies that Ψ(x)>0 in A and that Ψ(x)<0 in Ω\Ά.
Therefore we (a) re-define /, if necessary, so that /(x, ί) = 0 for £<0, (b) confine
attention to Holder-continuous functions /. (In [8], the continuity of / is
ultimately relaxed, but in the present paper our result depends on the connected-
ness of the set A, which we cannot prove without strong restrictions on /.) Then
the free-boundary problem (2.1) reduces to the semi-linear Dirichlet problem

= λf(x,Ψ) inΩ, (2.2a)

) (2.2b)

We now transform this problem into one with a homogeneous boundary
condition. The problem

Lq = 0 in f l , q\dΩ = qo(x,κ), (2.3)

has a unique solution q(x9 k), and we define

Then (2.2) becomes

Lψ = λf(x, ψ — q) in Ω, (2.4a)

Vlao = 0. (2.4b)

The Sobolev space Wp

x(Ω\ 1 ̂ p < oo, may be defined as the completion of the
set CQ(Ω) (of infinitely differentiable, real-valued functions having compact
support in Ω) in the norm

here the integration element dx = dxίdx2 is implied, and an elementary calculation
shows that, if Ω is contained between parallel lines distance I apart, then
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For the case p = 2 of a Hubert space, we shall abbreviate W^iΩ) to W, and || || 1 2 to
|| || this norm may be called the Dίrίchlet norm. We introduce the bilinear form
corresponding to the operator L:

BL(u,v)= Σ $aific)p-p-9 B(u) = BL(u,u),
ί,j=l Ω 0 X ί ΰXj

for all u and v in W. Then ψ is a generalized solution of (2.4a, b)iϊψeW and

BL(φ9<ψ) = λlφf{x9ψ-q) for all φeW. (2.5)
Ω

2.3. A Variational Principle

In order to characterize the desired family of solutions, we now formulate an
isoperimetric variational principle as follows. Define the functional
J:WxI^[0, oo)by

ί

J(u, K) = j F(x, u — q), where F(x, t) = J /(x, s)ds,
β 0

and where u — q = u(x) — <̂ (x, /c). Here the integral over Ω need be taken only over
the set

Au = {xeΩ\u(x)>q{x,κ)},

which becomes the desired set A = Aψ in (2.1) when u = ψ;a similar remark applies
to (2.5). As we show below, (2.5) characterizes a critical point (or stationary point)
ψ of the restriction of the quadratic functional B to the set

σ(μ, K) = {UE W\J(u, K) = const = μ > 0} ,

which may be regarded as a surface in W. However, we are not free to prescribe
both λ and μ we choose to prescribe μ and to compute λ = λ(μ, K) a posteriori. If

ψ e σ(μ, K) I that is, ψeW and J(ψ, K) = J F(x, xp — q) = μ>0\ (2.4c)
V « /

and (2.5) holds, then the pair (ψ, λ) will be called a generalized solution of (2.4).
Obviously (2.4) means (2.4a-c) we solve this problem by means of the variational
principle

min B(u); (2.6)
ueσ(μ,κ)

then (2.5), with φ = ψ, implies that

0 < λ(μ, K) = B(ψ) I J ψf(x9 ψ-q). (2.7)
/

The variational principle (2.6) is not precisely the analogue of that used in [8],
but in Appendix B we prove a certain equivalence of the reciprocal variational
principles

max J(u, K) and min B(u),
B(u) = η J(u,κ) = μ

the former being the analogue of that in [8].
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2.4. Precise Conditions on the Data

(i) The assumptions in Sect. 2.1 about the operator L imply the existence of
constants β1 and β2 such that 0<β1^β2 and

βί\\u\\2^B(u)^β2\\u\\2 for all ueW. (2.8)

Here || || is the Dirichlet norm introduced after (2.4b).
(ii) We assume that feC\Ω xIR), that /(x,ί) = 0 for ί^O, that f(xj)>0 for

ί > 0 , and that f{x, •) is convex for each fixed xeΩ. This implies, of course, that
/(x, t) is a strictly increasing function of t for ί^O. Moreover, we suppose that

Mγt
m^f(x,t)^K2t + M2t

m\ I<m1^m2, ί^O, (2.9)

where Wy— 1, Mj (j=l,2) and K2 are positive constants (independent of x and t).
The requirements on the constant m ^ r e needed for the validity of our estimates
but can be relaxed in special cases. (See Remark below.)

(iii) The boundary dΩ is taken to be of class C°°. Regarding the boundary
values —qo(x,κ) of Ψ, we assume that ^0( ,κ:)6C00(3β) for each fixed K in the
interval JcIR, and that

where «i(^«o(^)^M 1
0<y^qi(κ) and q2{κ)/q1{κ)£γ29f

y1 and y2 being independent of K. Thus qo(x, K) is bounded away from zero but not
from infinity, although its growth must be of the same order for all xedΩ.
Applying the maximum principle to the Eq. (2.3) determining q, we observe that

in (2.10a), q0 may be replaced by q. (2.10b)

Remark. The particular, but important, function

f { X j ) = [g{x)t9t>09 geC\Ω), g(x)>0 on Ω, ( 1 1 1 )

is also admissible for the validity of our results, even though this fφCγ(Ω x IR). This
function is important because it is a prototype in the context of planar vortex pairs
[9,12] and of a confined plasma [9,15]. It is admissible because (a) it allows a
proof that the set A is connected, (b) the estimates in Appendix C and Theorem 4.4
remain valid. Just as we adapt Theorem 3G of [8] to prove, in Theorem 4.3 below,
connectedness of A for functions / as in (ii), so we can adapt (and correct several
inaccuracies in) the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [12] to prove connectedness of A for
the function/in (2.11). Having noted this fact, we shall use the hypotheses in (ii)
henceforth.

3. Expected Behaviour of the Solution as μ-+0

The problem (2.4a, b) admits the trivial solution ψ = 0, but non-trivial solutions
must exceed the values q(x,κ)^γΐ>0 somewhere in Ω (on the set that we call A)
hence they cannot be small in the space C(Ω) and do not bifurcate from the trivial
solution in the traditional manner. Rather, the example (1.1) leads us to expect
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that solutions of the variational problem (2.6), which satisfy (2.4a-c), are related to
the solution of a linear problem involving the operator L by way of the Green
function G(x,y), defined for fixed yeΩ as the solution of

LG = δ(x-y) in β , 0 ^ = 0. (3.1)

Here δ denotes the Dirac distribution the formal self-adjointness of L implies that
G(x, y) = G(y, x), and the maximum principle implies that G(x, y) > 0 on Ω x Ω.

We now consider a second simple example, this time in two dimensions but
with spherical symmetry. This prepares the way for estimates that we make in
Sect. 4, and at the same time shows explicitly how the qualitative features observed
for (1.1) are repeated in two dimensions even though the Green function is now
quite different. (For spherically symmetric solutions, the same is true in higher
dimensions.)

Let & denote the unit ball {xeR2 | |x | = r< 1} we seek a spherically symmetric
solution (Ψ, A, λ) of the following, in which A denotes the Laplace operator.

ί λ i n Λ {x|!P(x)>0}, (3.2a)

j θ i ^ V 4 (3.2b)

grad Ψ continuous on dA, Ψ\d@= —q(κ)<0, (3.2c,d)

$ (3.2e)

Here / is a step function and violates the hypotheses in Sect. 2.4, but it can be
handled for the case of spherical symmetry. This symmetry and the maximum
principle imply that A must be a ball about the origin; let its radius be ρ.
Calculating as in Appendix C, we find that

(3.3a)

(3.4)

μ = {πqρ2/\og-, (3.6)

h = λπρ2 = 2πq/log-, (3.7)
Q

where q = q(κ) and ψ = Ψ + q. As before, we see from (3.4) that there exists a critical
value λ0 such that, for given λ, we have no solution, one solution or two solutions
according as λ < λ0, λ = λ0 or λ > λQ while (3.6) shows that, for given μe(0, oo), we
have exactly one solution [see Lemma C.2, which gives bounds for ρ(μ, κ)~]. We
also observe, from (3.3) and (3.7), that

ψ(x) = hG(x,0)-q for ρ ^ r ^ l , (3.8)
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and, from (3.6) and (3.4), that ρ(μ, κr)->0 and A(μ, κ)-> oo as μ—>0 [even if we allow K
to vary with μ, since q(κ)^y1>0'].

Returning to the variational problem (2.6) for the general case, we now make

the guess that, as μ = § F(x,ψ — g)->0, the set A tends to a point, say a, and that
A

λ —•oo. Then, formally, (2.4a) becomes

Lψ = Λ/(x, ψ — q)~ h(μ, κ)δ(x — a), (3.9a)

where

h{μ,κ) = λ\f{x,xp-q). (3.9b)

Accordingly, we expect that the solution xp of (2.6) has the behaviour

ψ(x;μ,κ)~h(μ,κ)G(x,a) as μ->0, xφα,

although φ will be bounded on A for each fixed μ, in contrast to G( , α). [In the
particular cases of Appendix C, we can even so choose K = κ{μ) and q that /ι(μ, K) is
a positive constant, and ψ(x) = const G(x, 0) outside the shrinking set A ]

In Sects. 4 and 5 we shall confirm these conjectures, under the hypotheses in
Sect. 2. Once existence of solutions, and connectedness of the set A, have been
proved, the principal step results from the bounds

2π/sinh"' ( | ^ ) <cap (A, Ω) £ ||tp( , μ, κ)|| 2/qi(κ)2 (3.10)

for the electrostatic capacity of A relative to Ω. [This is defined immediately before
(4.13).] The lower bound is derived in [7], for any connected compact set KcΩ
having positive diameter, by means of Steiner symmetrization, successively about
two particular perpendicular lines, and recognition of the minimizing con-
figuration for given diameter ratio. The upper bound in (3.10), which follows from
the definition of capacity and the fact that ψ{x,μ, K^^q^K) on A, is useful because
comparison with a spherically symmetric solution will give us a fairly sharp upper
bound for \\ψ( ,μ,κ)\\.

Higher-dimensional cases, Ωc^N with JV^3, elude our estimates, essentially
because the electrostatic capacity of a line segment is positive in two dimensions,
which allows us to bound the diameter of A, but is zero in three or more
dimensions. Fortunately, the free-boundary problems that we have in mind are set
inJR2.

4. Existence, and Some Properties, of the Variational Solution

In this section we show that the variational problem (2.6) has a solution ψ, which
we proceed to study in some detail. The set

A = {xeΩ\ψ(x)>q(x,κ)} (4.1)

is of particular interest.
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Theorem 4.1. The variational problem min B(u) has a solution ψ such that
ueσ(μ,κ)

(a) the pair (ψ,λ) is a generalized solution of (2.4) when λ is defined by (2.7),
(b) ψeC2+a(Ω) for any Holder exponent αe(0,1),
(c) ψ(x) > 0 in Ω.

Proof. Since the variational competition is at a fixed value of the parameter K in q,
we omit display of K in this proof.

(i) First we show that, for any set of data as in Sect. 2, the set σ(μ) is not empty.
Take any function υeC£(Ω) with φ c ) > 0 somewhere in Ω; if to denotes the
smallest value t such that tv(x) = q(x) somewhere in Ω, then J(tυ) increases
continuously from 0 to oo with t ̂  ί0 [because F(x, s) so increases with s ̂  0]
consequently there exists a unique value tγ such that J(ί l5ί;) = μ>0, and then
tγveσ(μ).

(ii) Let b= inf B(μ)>0, and let {un} be a sequence in σ(μ) such that B(un)^b
usσ(μ)

as n->oo. This sequence is bounded in the Hubert space W [given any veσ(μ), we
may suppose that B(un)^B(v)+l, and then use (2.8)]; hence there exist a
subsequence, say {ψn}, and an element ψeW such that ψn^ψ weakly in W.
Sobolev embedding, and the upper bounding function for / in (2.9), ensure
that J is continuous with respect to weak convergence in W\ therefore J(ψ)
= limJ(ιpn) = μ, and so ψeσ(μ) and B(ψ)^b. But, since BL satisfies the axioms of an
inner product, a familiar theorem on weak convergence states that B(ψ)
^ lim mϊB(ψn) = b. Accordingly, B(ψ) = b.

(iii) Since the functionals B and J are C 1 (in fact, they are smoother than this),
a standard result of the calculus of variations ([5], p. 123) ensures the existence of
numbers λί and λ2, not both zero, such that

λίBL(φ,xp) = λ2$φf{x,ψ-q) for all φeW.
Ω

The choice φ = ψ shows that λjλ2 φ θ and λjλ^ΰ, and (2.5) follows, so that (a) is
proved.

(iv) Regularity theory for generalized solutions of elliptic equations [3], and
the fact that / e C ^ Ω x R), imply that the equivalence class ψ has a representative
ιpeC2+cc(Ω) for all αe(0,1). Since λffaψ — qj^O, the maximum principle ensures
that ψ(x) > 0 in Ω. (That ψ(x) ̂  0 almost everywhere in Ω is actually a consequence
of the variational characterization, and can be proved without regularity theory
and the maximum principle; cf. [8], p. 26.)

Lemma 4.2. Let E be a component of the set A in (4.1), and define

BL,E(U>V)= Σ ί f l i / x ) F ~ p ~ ' BE(U) = BL,E(U>U)-

ί,j=ί E 0 X i 0Xj

Then, with Ψ = ψ — q and xp as in Theorem 4.ί, we have

BLJΨ,ψ) = BE(Ψ), (4.2)

and

q) (4-3)
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Proof. Since Ψ\dE = 0 and Lq = 0,

which proves (4.2) because BLE(Ψ,ψ)-BE(Ψ) = BLE(Ψ,q), and proves (4.3)
because

Theorem 4.3. The set A is connected.

Proof. Suppose the contrary, that A has at least two components Eλ and E2. With
the notation f'(x,t) = df(x,t)/dt and Ψ = ψ — q, we obtain a contradiction by
considering the second variation ([5], p. 125)

δ2B(ψ9υ) = B{v)-λ$v2f'(x,Ψ)
Ω

of J9, in the direction υ along the surface σ{μ,κ\ for any ve WnC(Ω) such that

BL(v,ψ) = 0 and | | t ; | |>0.

[The condition veC(Ω) makes it easy to show that the remainder of the Taylor
series for J(xp + tv + ...,κ)is o(ί2).] The proof now proceeds as in [8], p. 31; but we
include the remaining steps because the present functional look different, and for
the sake of completeness.

Define Φ j (/'= 1,2) by Φfiή= Ψ(x) in Ep and Φfic) = 0 elsewhere. Then Φ.e W
([10], p. 50), and ΦjeC(Ω) by the regularity of Ψ and the definition of Ep Set
v = cίΦί — c2Φ2 there exist positive constants cx and c2 such that BL(v,ψ) = 0
because, by (4.2),

BL(υ, ψ) = c1BL(Φv ψ) - c2BL(Φ2, ψ) = c1B(Φί)- c2B{Φ2).

Also, Φλ and Φ2 are orthogonal in W (since Ex and E2 are disjoint), so that ||t;|| >0.
By (4.2) and the definition (2.5) of generalized solution,

B{Φj) = BL{Φp ψ) = λ\ Φjfix, Ψ) = λ\ Ψf{x, Ψ),
Ω Ej

whence

δ2B(ψ,v)= Σcjί
J = I I

7=1 £j

The convexity of / implies that /(x, ί) < ί/'(x, ί) for t > 0 hence δ2B(ψ, v) < 0, which
contradicts the minimizing property of ψ.

Remarks. 1. Henceforth we set κ = μ, thus identifying the two parameters of the
variational problem (2.6). To have done so earlier would have given a misleading
impression of the level set σ, now characterized by J(u, μ) = μ and denoted by σ(μ)
to keep two distinct parameters in what follows, would lead to unhelpful
complexity. Of course, we can still choose q(-,μ) to be independent of μ.
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2. The estimates which follow are prompted by the spherically symmetric cases
in Appendix C, and involve the following notation. Let b be the radius of a ball (or
disk) J* contained in Ω (the larger b, the better the estimates). We shall make a
comparison with a spherically symmetric solution in the ball &, and bρ(μ) will be
an estimate for the radius of the set A of that comparison solution. The functions ρ
and g which follow may be regarded as generalizations of the functions ρ and
2πq2/B(ψ) defined by (3.6) and (3.5) respectively [indeed, the present ρ and g reduce
to those functions if, ignoring the restriction k> 1 in (4.4b), we set k = \, b = 1 and
M1 = l there].

With the notation of Sect. 2.4 for bounding constants and functions, define

ε(μ) = Cμll2q2(μΓk (q2(μ)^7l>0), (4.4a)

where

Let ρ(μ) be the unique solution in (0,1) of the equation (cf. Lemma C.2)

ρίlog-j =ε(μ), (4.5a)

and let

ρ(μ) = ε(μ)(log-i- -/cloglog-U* , (4.5b)
I ε(μ) ε(μ)J

{log-?-}*; (4.5c)
I β(μ)J

when μ is so small that ε(μ)<l/e and ρ(μ)<l, we have ρ(μ)<ρ<ρ(μ). Finally,
define

and

a(μ)=9*(Q(ώ)'> (4 6 b )

we note that g^ is a decreasing function, so that ρ(μ)<ρ(μ) implies g(μ)>g(μ).
3. An asymptotic approximation to g(μ), for μ^O, will help to clarify what

follows. By (4.6a) and (4.5b, c)

0 ( μ ) ~ l o g - r τ ~ l o g — as μ-*0. (4.7)
ρ(μ) ε(μ)

Moreover, if q2(μ)~constμ~a or q2(μ)~const{log(l/μ)}α for some constant α^O
(a supposition that we make only for the moment, to clarify the nature of g(μ))
then, by (4.4a),

const log(l/μ) as μ^O. (4.8)
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Theorem 4.4. With the foregoing notation, the solution (ψ, λ) of (2.6) and (2.7) has the
following bounds when μ is so small that ε(μ) < 1/e and ρ(μ) < 1, the implicitly defined
function g may be replaced by the explicitly defined g, given in(4.6b)above.Moreover

B(ψ)^2πβ2q2(μ)2/g(μ), (4.9)

* S ^ < ^ - — f c= ^ , (4.10)
diamβ smh{cg(μ)} β2f2

λ<2πβ2q2(μ)2/μg(μ), (4.11)

1 ί / 1\1/21
- < c o n s t ( 5 2 ^ l + c o n s t s i n h " 1 - \{ί +const B{ψ)ι}9 l = i(m2- l ) > 0 . (4.12)
λ { \ δ) J

Remark. Note the following implication of (4.6a) for the bounding function in
(4.10):

1
J k n(ιι\c tic // \C\ \ζ — 9 ί * '

sinh{c#(μ)}

where (4.5) shows how ρ(μ)->0. Also, in (4.12), ^ 2(sinh~ 1 l/^) 1 / 2 is an increasing
function for all <5>0, so that (4.10) may be used there.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. (i) Fixing μ, we denote the variational problem (2.6) by
P(L,f,q,Ω), and the set of admissible functions [previously called σ(μ, κ)~] by
S(f, q, Ω) this allows us to indicate particular choices of L, f, q, and Ω. We shall
compare solutions ψ and i/?4 of the problems P(L,f,q,Ω) and P(—A,fl9q29S8\
respectively, for the same value of μ here A denotes the Laplace operator, fx the
lower bounding function in (2.9), q2 the upper bounding function in (2.10), and $ a
ball in Ω.

Let ψ2 be a solution of the problem P(L,f,q2,Ω). Since q^q2>
 w e n a v e

hence tψ2eS(f,q,Ω) for some ίe(0,1], and so B(ψ)^B(tψ2)^B(xp2).
Let ψ3 be a solution of the problem P( — A, /, g2, ^ ) . Extend it to Ω by defining

ψ3(x) = 0 outside Si. Then ψ3eS(f9q2,Ω\ and so β ( φ 2 ) ^ β ( φ 3 ) ^ ^ 2 | | φ 3 | | 2 .
Let φ 4 be a solution of the problem P( —A,fvq2,$). Since / ^ / 1 ? we have

hence tψAsS(f9q2iSS) for some ίe(0,1], and so ||tp3 ^
Combining these inequalities, we have B(ψ)^β2\\ψ4r\\2, and | |ψ 4 | | 2 is bounded

by the estimate (CIO), in Appendix C, for spherically symmetrical cases; this
estimate differs only slightly from (3.5).

(ii) For any closed set KCΩ,WQ define the electrostatic capacity of K relative to
Ωby

)= min
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where u\κ^l means that there exists a sequence {un} in C^(Ω) such that un(x)^ 1
on K, and un->u in W. The infimum is attained, in view of the lemma of projection
onto a closed, convex (non-empty) set in a Hubert space for further details, see
[14], p. 147. In the present case, we choose K = Ά and note that ψ/q1 is admitted to
the capacity competition for A consequently,

ca P α ? ί2)^ | |^ | | 2 /^i(μ) 2 ^^(ψ)/yδ^i(μ) 2 . (4.13)

On the other hand, when K is connected there is a lower bound [7] for
cap(K, Ω) in terms of the_ ratio diamK/diamίλ In the present case, A is connected
because A is, and diam^ = diam^4, so that

cap (A,Ω)> 2π/sinh ~ 1 - (δ = diam ,4/diam Ω). (4.14)
o

[A lower bound sharper than (4.14) is also given in [7], but (4.14) is simpler than
the sharp estimate, and is asymptotically equal to it as <!>—>0.]

Combining (4.13) and (4.14), we obtain

and, in view of (2.10) and (4.9), the estimate (4.10) follows,
(iii) Recall that ψ = ψ-q and that

λ(μ) = B(ψ)ISψf(x,Ψ); (4.15)
/ Ω

hence the upper bound (4.9) for B(ψ), and a lower bound for the integral in the
denominator of (4.15), yield an upper bound for λ. Now f(x, t) is a non-decreasing
function of t, so that F(x, ί) ̂  tf(x, t) for t Ξ> 0 consequently, (4.11) follows from the
estimate

ί ψf(x, Ψ)=S(Ψ + q)f(x, Ψ)> ί F{x, Ψ) = μ.
Ω Ω Ω

(iv) We now seek an upper bound for the denominator in (4.15). By (2.9) and
(2.10),

(4.16)

where l = \(m2 — 1). Let d = diam,4; then A is contained in a square with sides of
length d. Modifying a calculation by Nirenberg ([11], p. 128; the context is
Sobolev embedding), we find that, since ^ 1 ^ = 0,

where cp = 2~312 if l ^ p ^ 2 , and c p - 2 " 5 / 2 p if p ^ 2 .
Now, with Ψ+(x) = max{Ψ(xl0}, we have Ψ+e W ([10], p. 50) and hence
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by (2.8). But, by (4.3), B(Ψ+) = BA(Ψ)^BA(ψ)<B(ψ), so that

f Ψ"<kpd
2B(ψ)»'2, kp = cpβ-"\ 1SP < oo ,

p
A

and, by (4.16),
\ψf{x,ψ)<K2d

2

Ω

MM
k2B(ψ) + kiq2B(ψ^2 + -λlk2l + 2B(ψ)ι+' + k2l+

Kκ2

Since k1/k2 = β\/2, we obtain from (4.15)

- <comtδ2{l+βy2q2B{xpYll2}{\+comίB{xp)1}

finally, (4.13) and (4.14) imply that

βll2q2B(ψΓί/2<y2l — sinh"1-) ,

and this proves (4.12).

5. Nonlinear Desingularization: The Limiting Behaviour as /i-»0

We are now in a position to make good the heuristic ideas of Sect. 3.

Lemma 5.1. Let the Green function G be as in (3.1); then, for any points x and x0

in Ω,

D ^2

where 1 ̂ p < 2 , D = diamΩ, and the constant depends only on L, Ω and p.

Proof, (i) Suppose for the moment that Ω is a bounded domain in IR^ with N^2,
the operator L and boundary dΩ being restricted as before in all other respects. Let
\z — χ| = r the estimates

\VzVxG{z,x)\Sconstr~N (A)

are proved in [16] for N^3, under hypotheses on L and dΩ that are weaker than
ours. These estimates are true also for iV = 2 when — L is the Laplace operator
[several references are given by Kato, T.: Arch. Ration. Mech. Anal. 25, 190
(1967)]. Professor Widman has kindly written to us that (A) holds also in the
present case (N = 2, with smooth coefficients atj in L, and smooth boundary dΩ),
but that the proof involves a "rather ugly argument". If the proofs in [16] are
repeated for N = 2, there results

j (B)

yj (C)
and it is these estimates that we shall use here.
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(ii) Let \z — x\ = r, \z — xo\ = ro and \x — xo\=δ; abbreviate G(z,x) to G, and
G(z,x0) to Go. We may and shall assume that 3(5 ̂ Zλ

For r<2(5, we use (B) and add the contributions of G and Go. If p = 1, we have

ί2δί D\ 3δ I D\
j |F,{G-G0}|<fegconst J 1 + l o g - dr+ f 1 + l o g - ) d r 0

^constδf l+log —1 9

while, if l < p < 2 ,

J |l
Ωn{r<2δ}

(2δ I JΛ\2 3δ(2δ I JΛ\2 3δ I TΛ\2 λ

^const J r ^ W l + l o g - dr+ J r J - * l + l o g — drλ
lo \ r) o \ ro/ J

D\2

δJ

(iii) For r ̂  2(5, integration of second derivatives from x0 to x gives

Then, if p = l,

D I D\
J |ΓZ{G-G 0}|dz^const^ j r " 1 1 + l o g - dr

{r^2δ) 2δ \ Ύl

= const ̂  log — ί 1+ilog— j ,

while, if l < p < 2 ,

- I dr
is \ r,

DV

δ

The lemma is proved.

Theorem 5.2. With ψ denoting the solution of the variational problem (2.6), and with
Ψ = ψ — q, define

Ψ), (5.1)
A

and let a(μ) be any point of the set Λ(μ) = {x\Ψ(x,μ)>0}. Then, as

in W^Ω), l ^ p < 2 , (5.2)

and hence in Lr(Ω), 1 :gr< oo.
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Proof. The representation (in which dependence on μ is now implied)

ψ{z) = λ\G{z,x)f{x,Ψ)dx
A

follows from (2.5) in the usual way (for example, as in [8], p. 47) if we choose the
test function φ in (2.5) to be a smooth approximation to G and then pass to the
limit. Since

by (5.1), we have

^ - G{z, a)=~\ {G(z, x) - G(z, a)} fix, Ψ)dx.
"W A

We form the Lp norm of the gradient of this function, and apply the Minkowski
inequality, to obtain

. λ

h(μ)
-G( ,α) \f(x,Ψ)dx

A= h(μ)

ί f I VAGiz, x) - G(z, a)}\pdz}1/p. (5.4)

In J
Here x and a are both in A by Theorem 4.4 and the remark following it,

|x — a\ S diam A < const ρ(μ)c, c> 0,

where ρ(μ)->Ό as μ->0, as is shown by (4.5). Lemma 5.1 now shows that in (5.4) the
function in square brackets tends to zero uniformly over xeA, and the remaining
expression is bounded, by (5.3). Convergence to zero in Lr (1 ̂ r < oo) follows from
Sobolev embedding.
Remarks. 1. Since regularity theory shows that ψ(x, μ)/h(μ) is bounded pointwise at
fixed μ, while G( ,α(μ))e Wp

x{Ω) only for p < 2 , the result is the best possible of its
kind.

2. An upper bound for h(μ) is easily obtained. By (2.7), and since \p(x)>q^μ) in
A,

h(μ) = λ J f(x, Ψ) = B(ψ) J fix, Ψ) tt ψf(x, Ψ) < B(ιp)/qi(μ)
A A I A

hence the bound (4.9) on B(ψ) implies that

h(μ) £ c2q2(μ)/g(μ), c2 = 2πβ2y2 . (5.5)

It follows from (4.7) that, if

q(x,μ) = o(log-J as μ-*0, (5.6)

as is certainly the case when q0 is fixed (is independent of μ), then fe(μ)-»0 and so
φ( ,μ)-^0 in Wp(Ω), l^p<2. In that case (5.2) still shows ψ to be asymptotically
proportional to the Green function, but the result seems more interesting if q is
allowed to vary in such a way that h(μ)-Aθ.

The condition (5.6) is sharp in the sense that, for the spherically symmetric
cases in Appendix C, the function h(μ) tends to a positive limit when q(μ)
~ const log(l/μ) as
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Theorem 5.3. As in (4.4), (4.10), and (4.12), define fe = ̂ (m1 + l), Z = i ( m 2 - 1 ) and
c = β1/β2yl' Assume that q2(μ)^ constμ~r, where r is any positive number if kc^il, or
0<r<^c(;-fec)~ 1 if kc<l. Then λ(μ)^oo as μ^O.

Proof. In view of the upper bound (4.12) for ί/λ, the only question is whether

1\l/2

%)U0.

Let A(μ) be a generic symbol for functions that are O(\logμ\b) for some real number
b9 as μ->0. By (4.10) and (4.4)-(4.6),

while

2

by (4.9). Accordingly,

δ2 (^sinh-1 -J B{ψ)1 S μcq2(μ)2il-kc)A(μ),

which implies the result. [For the case kc^.1, we recall that q2{μ)'^y1 >0.]

Appendix A.
Comparison with the Theory of Steady Vortex Rings

The problem of steady vortex rings, in a form analogous to (2.2), may be stated as
follows. Let (r,θ,z) be cylindrical co-ordinates in IR3, let Π={(r, z)\r>0} denote a
meridional half-plane (θ = const), and let ΩcΠ be a domain. We seek a Stokes
stream function Ψ (which means that the fluid velocity has components
— r~1dΨ/dz, 0, r~xdΨldr in the directions r,θ,z increasing) such that

= λ r U Ψ ) m Ω ' ( A l a )

where fo(ή = 0 for ί^O, and fo(t)>0 for ί > 0 , while W>0 and k are prescribed
constants. We write x = (r, z).

In [8], Ω is initially the rectangle D = (0,a)x( — b,b), and finally Ω = Π is
admitted; f0 is initially Holder continuous, and is finally allowed a simple
discontinuity at the origin and k is merely non-negative. Thus the problem in [8]
violates every hypothesis in the present paper: the coefficients atj are not in C°°(D),
since a11(x) = a22(x) = l/r; the boundary 3D has corners and hence is not of class
C00 the domain Ω may be unbounded; f(x,t) = rfQ(t) is much less restricted than
here and zero boundary values of Ψ are allowed on a part of dΩ.

However, if in (A.I) we take Ω to be a bounded domain in which r> const >0,
and dΩ to be of class C00, if we restrict f(x, t) = rfo(t) as in Sect. 2.4, and if we so
choose k that — \Wr2 — k<0 on dΩ, then all the present hypotheses are satisfied,
and there remains a problem which is physically significant and quite general
enough for our main purpose here: to study the degeneration of a steady vortex
ring to a singular vortex circle.
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In the perturbation theory of steady vortex rings of small cross-section [6] one
prescribes λ, f0 and the approximate area and location of the cross-section A in
such a way that (a) the velocity W and flux constant k have to be found a
posteriori, (b) the circulation h = λ\rfQ{Ψ) tends to a positive limit as

A

d = d iam^^O. It turns out that W and k both tend to infinity like log(l/d), which is
consistent with the present results.

It has not yet been proved (as far as we are aware) that the steady vortex rings
constructed by the perturbation theory are solutions of the variational problem
formulated for the global theory. The present paper represents a useful step in this
direction because, starting with a variational principle equivalent to that in [8], we
have found properties of the solution that agree with those of solutions established
by the perturbation theory. In fact, if the sets A of the present approach could be
proved to be asymptotically circular, for the problem (A.I), then the local
uniqueness of the perturbation solutions could be used to identify the two types of
solution.

For the problem of steady planar vortex pairs [12], similar remarks apply,
except that the operator L is now the two-dimensional Laplacian, so that singular
coefficients do not occur.

Appendix B. Equivalence of two Variational Principles1

Let R + = [0, oo). In this appendix we consider the functions M :1R+ x J-»IR+ and
m : R + x I-+WL+ defined by

M(η, K) = max J(u, k) and m(μ, k) = min B(u),
B(u) = η J(u,κ) = μ

it being understood that J(',κ) and B are defined on W. Our conclusions are for
each fixed value of K therefore we abbreviate M(η, k) to M(η), and similarly for J
and m.

It is clear that M(0) = 0, because B(u) = 0 implies that u = 0 in W, by (2.8), and
that m(0) = 0. The existence of M(η) for η > 0 follows from a proof precisely like that
of Theorem 3 A in [8], and the existence of m(μ) for μ > 0 follows from Theorem 4.1
of the present paper both functions are strictly positive on (0, oo).

In the present context, the function / need not be C 1 and convex in its second
argument. It is sufficient that / be Holder continuous that f(x, t) = 0 for t ^ 0 and
/(x,ί)>0 for £>0; that f(x,t) be non-decreasing in t; and that f(x, t) = O{tm2) as
ί->oo (for some ra2^0) uniformly over xeΩ.

We shall use repeatedly, without further comment, the fact that F(x,t) is a
strictly increasing function of t for ί^O, so that u2(x)>uί(x) and J(uί)>0 imply
that J{u2)>J{u1).

Theorem B.I. The functions M and m are inverses of each other:
η = m(M(η))= min B{μ), V^elR, , (B.I)

J(u) = M{η)

μ = M(m(μ))= max J(u)9 VμeIR, . (B.2)
B(u) = m(μ)

Accordingly, M and m are surjective (onto 1R+J.

This appendix represents joint work with Grant Keady
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Remark. Note the following implication of (B.I): a maximizer, say φ, of J(u) over
the set B(u) = η also minimizes B(u) over the set J(u) = M(η\ since J(φ) = M(η) and
B(φ) = η. A similar remark applies to (B.2). Therefore, the solution sets

{φeW\3η^0 such that B(φ) = η and J(φ) = M(η)}

and

{ψeW\3μ^0 such that J(ψ) = μ and B(ψ) = m(μ)}

of the two variational problems (all η ^ 0 and μ ̂  0 being considered) are one and
the same, each being included in the other.

Proof of Theorem B.I. Because there exists a maximizer φ such that J(φ) = M(η)
and B(φ) = η, it is sufficient for (B.I) to prove that the minimum there is not less
than η. Suppose that η>0 [otherwise (B.I) is obvious] and that J(v) = M(η) and
B(v) < η for some veW. Define v = {η/B(v)} ί/2v then B{v) = η and J(ϋ) > J(υ) = M(η\
which contradicts the definition of M.

Similarly, it is sufficient for (B.2) to prove that the maximum there is not
greater than μ. Suppose that μ > 0 [otherwise (B.2) is obvious] and that B(w) = m(μ)
and J(w)>μ for some we W. Then for some ίe(0,1) we have J(tw) = μ and B(tw)
< B(w) = m(μ), which contradicts the definition of m.

Finally, (B.I) shows that m is surjective, and (B.2) that M is.

Theorem B.2. The functions M and m are strictly increasing and continuous.

Proof. To prove that M is strictly increasing, let 0^η1<η2. If η1=0, one
constructs a function v such that B(v) = η2 and J(v) > 0 hence M(η2) > M(^x) = 0. If
η1>0, let φ1 be a maximizer of J(u) over the set B(u) = ηί, and define
V2 = (fl2/rli) Φv T n e n B(v2) = η2 and J(υ2)>J(φ1) = M(η1); hence M(η2)>M(η1).

For the function m, and 0 rg μx < μ2, we use a minimizer, say ψ2, of β(ι/) over the
set J(u) = μ2, and consider tψ2 where ίG(0,1) and is such that J(tψ2) = μ1.

The functions M and m are continuous because they are increasing and
surjective.

Appendix C. Some Spherically Symmetric Cases

C.ί. Reduction of the Problem

Here we consider the following particular form of the problem (2.2): Ω is the ball
(or disk) 0& of radius b about the origin, L= —A (where A denotes the Laplace
operator), q(x,κ) = q(κ) and f(x,t) = Mtm for ί^O, with M > 0 and m> 1. Then the
problem (2.2) certainly has spherically symmetric solutions, and symmetrization
with respect to a point ([13], p. 63) proves the same for the variational principle
(2.6).

In place of Ψ{x\ we use the notation V(x) = V(r\ r = |x|, for the present solution.
By Theorem 4.1, we have 7 e C 2 + α ( J ) , J(V + q) = μ>0 and

in

(C.I)
V\r=b=-q(κ)<0,
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where Vr = dV/dr and V+(r) = max{F(r),0}. By the maximum principle, the set
A = {x\V(x)>0} must be a ball about the origin (otherwise V would have an
interior local minimum) let its radius be a. Then for r ̂  a

V(r)=-q(κ)\ogr-l\og^ a^r^b. (C.2)

If we make the transformation
m - l

Φ(s)=V(r)/V(0), s=F(0)~(/lM) 1 / 2r, (C.3)

then Theorem 4.1 and (C.I) imply that

s-φ™ 9 0<s<s(b),
o

Φ(0)=l, Φs(0) = 0.
(C.4)

Conversely, we can infer results about V from (C.3) and (C.4). Let (C.4') denote the
initial-value problem resulting from (C.4) when we remove the condition s < s(b),
and specify that the differential equation need not hold at a zero of Φ (in fact, Φ has
only one zero), but that Φs must be continuous there. It is a matter of some length,
but little difficulty, to prove

Lemma C.I. The initial-value problem (C.4') has a unique solution Φ on any interval
[0, JV] not merely for m>ί, but for m^0 and ΦeC2[0,iV] if m>0, or is piecewise
C2 (with a simple discontinuity of Φss at the zero of Φ) if m = 0.

C.2. Dependence on the Parameters

In view of Lemma C.I, we may regard Φ as known; Kj will denote positive
numbers depending only on Φ (hence only on m), and we also write

ρ = ρ(μ,κ) = a/b, q = q(κ).

Calculations based on (C.2), (C.3) and the continuity of Vr at r = a, yield the
following.

9 (C.5)

Γ (C6)

(C7)

ί 1\m + l

2 L/log- , (C.
\ ρj

$ . (C.9)

To solve (C.8) for ρ(μ, κ\ we use the elementary but useful
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Lemma C.2. The equation

ί l\~k

ί log- =e, 0 < ί < l , fc>0, ε>0,

has a unique solution tj^ε). If ε<l/e and ε(logε~1)/c<l then

/ 1 i\k i i\k

ε log- -/cloglog- <tJε)<ε log- .

\ ε εj * \ ε)

Proof. Let t = 1/x and ε = l/η; the given equation becomes

φ(x) = x(logx)k = η, x > l , /?>().
Since φ is strictly increasing and has range (0, oo), this has a unique solution x%(η).
Let

x1=^(log^)"k and x2 = η{\ogη-k\og\ogη)~k

then, iΐη>e (so that loglogη>0) and x1 > 1, we have φ{xx)<η, which implies that
x1<x^(η\ and φ(x2)>η, which implies that x2>

x*(1i)

Remarks. 1. We note that, by (C.2),

V(r) +q(κ) = q(κ)log-fiog- =h(μ9κ)G(x,O)9 a^r^b,

where h is as in (C9), and G(x, y) is the Green function of — A in J* also, the radius
a = bρ(μ, K)—>0 as μ—•(). It is this kind of result that we generalize in Theorem 5.2.

2. Setting κ = μ, we ask whether we can so choose q(μ) that the function h in
(C.9) is a constant. It follows easily from (C.8) and (C.9) that h(μ) = const if, and
only if,

where c is an arbitrary positive constant then h(μ) = 2πc/K. [Correspondingly, if
q(μ)~const log(l/μ) as μ^O, then ft(μ) tends to a positive limit.] In the per-
turbation theory of steady vortex rings [6], one prescribes (in effect) a fixed value
of the circulation, which corresponds to the present h(μ\ and again finds that the
analogue of q(μ) is asymptotically proportional to log(l/μ) as μ->0.

G.3. An Explicit Upper Bound for

Since the constants K2(m) and K3(m) in (C.7) and (C.8) are not known explicitly,
we bound || V\\ by means of the trial function

r b
-/log-,
a a
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where p and a are now positive parameters which we choose as follows. First the
condition J(U + q) = μ determines p = p(a), then we minimize || U|| with respect to a.
There results

S } o-ϊ <C1O>
where ρ = ρ(μ, K) is now the solution of

Note that (CIO) and (C.ll) have precisely the same form as (C.7) and (C.8)
(possibly because the trial function U has the form of the exact solution for m = 0)
only the constants differ.
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